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Lean the right way
On November 8th, while we put the finishing
touches to this issue of Lean Magazine, I stumbled across the following two headlines in the
Business Supplement of Sweden’s second largest
morning paper:
“GM puts in the reverse” – as the US’s largest
car manufacturer reported a quarterly loss of 39
billion dollars.
“Toyota full speed ahead” – as Toyota reported growth on almost all markets and made a
quarterly profit of 4 billion dollars.
The car industry is no longer the battlefield for
the Lean and non-Lean corporations. For more
than a decade the entire industry has been acutely
aware of Toyota’s management principles – The
Toyota Way – and has grappled to adopt them.

GM is no exception. One can surmise that they
are not always implementing it in the right way,
and their failings shall soon see them overtaken
and left behind as a diminishing shape in Toyota’s
rear-view mirror.
The same fact certainly applies for the software
industry. It is not enough to simply introduce
Lean and Agile principles into your organization.
You have to do it the right way.
In this issue we have a number of articles sharing different Lean and Agile experiences. There is
a lot we can learn from a successful transition to
Lean and perhaps even more from our failings.
Common pitfalls and a practitioner’s doubts as to
the validity of certain techniques and tools give
rise to debate and retrospect.
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But this is only as it should be. One of the
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GOOD
BACKLOG
Mike Cohn, Mountain Goat Software:

The importance
of having a

✏ Questions by Arne Åhlander, Senior Consultant, Softhouse
A good product backlog is the key to
any successful Scrum project. In this
e-mail interview, Mike Cohn gives
some good advice on how to succeed
as a Product Owner.
We all know that the main responsibility of a Product Owner in Scrum is to
create, prioritise and groom the Product Backlog based on Business Value.
What are the most important part of
this responsibility?

Once or twice a month I receive an
unsolicited email from someone saying, “Scrum had been working pretty well for us; not great yet, but good.
Then we started to pay more attention
to our product backlog and, wow, then
things really improved.” The importance of having a good product backlog cannot be understated. That’s what
drove me to write User Stories Applied
for Agile Software Development. And it’s
why I insisted to my publisher that the
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book not be put in the XP series, as
was initially planned.
User stories are a very broadly applicable technique. Years ago I started to
notice that the Scrum teams I worked
with that invested time in their product backlogs had an easier time with
many other aspects of the project.
When I came across the Extreme
Programming idea of user stories I
instantly wanted to apply that to the
Scrum product backlog. So, making sure the team has a good product backlog – even if it’s only roughly
prioritized initially – is probably the
most important responsibility of the
product owner.
When finding a suitable Product Owner,
which traditional roles are best suited?

The product owner needs to be someone with a deep understanding of why
we’re making the product. In a commercial product setting that means

>>
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Mountain Goat
Mike Cohn has named
his company after the
“Moutain Goat Principle” in Tom Gilb’s “The
Principles of Software
Engineering.” This principle is:
Take one step at a time
up the slippery mountainside, and make absolutely
sure that each hoof is on
solid ground before you
take the next step.

Mike Cohn
Mike Cohn, founder of
Mountain Goat Software
in Denver, has been an
active participant on
Scrum projects since
1995 and is a founding
member of AgileAlliance. He is the author
of Agile Estimating
and Planning (ISBN
0131479415) and User
Stories Applied: For Agile
Software Development
(ISBN 0321205685) –
both on Addison Wesley
Professional.
Mike Cohn’s blog
”Succeding with Agile”
http://blog.mountaingoatsoftware.com/

someone with a deep understanding
of the market. That means the product owner will usually be someone
from the marketing or product management groups. In an in-house environment the product owner usually
needs a deep understanding of how
the internal users work with the system. In those cases the product owner
usually comes from the ranks of the
users or perhaps their managers.
What are the most important tools
(not SW tools, but rather methods, disciplines, etc.) at hand for the Product
Owner?

Product owners need good decisionmaking skills and they need to use
them. When a team is moving as
quickly as a good Scrum team can
move, they need product owners who
can be decisive. Product owners also
need good leadership skills. Teams
look to their product owners for vision
and so they need to be able to pass
that along in a compelling manner. If
we go back to the original article on
Scrum, “The New New Product Development Game,” back in 1986 in the
Harvard Business Review, the authors
wrote that management’s role is limited to providing “guidance, moral support, and money.” Product owners are
responsible for much of that – particularly the guidance.
Personally, I like product owners to
have solid financial analysis skills. I
consider that necessary to make good
decisions about priorities on the product backlog. In Agile Estimating and
Planning I’ve written about non-financial techniques that product owners
can use to prioritize a product backlog, but I’d still want a product owner to have the basic financial analysis tools at their disposal. These aren’t
hard to learn – I’ve taught the skills to
many product owners in an afternoon.
The Product Owner is the owner of
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the Product Backlog and sole responsible of putting priority to the product
backlog items. This is usually easier
said than done, especially when other
stakeholders get involved and have
opinions. What good ways can you recommend for Product Owner to deal
with different stakeholders?

I like any technique that breaks the
problem up into smaller pieces. If you
go to a group of stakeholders who have
different goals (often motivated by
competing financial incentives put in
place by the company) you will not get
satisfactory agreement if you start with
“What’s the most important feature?
Then what’s the second-most important feature?” Instead if you break the
problem down into smaller discussions
that can work. Start by identifying the
handful of most important factors in
planning the release – things like contribution to Q2 revenue, features of
interest to enterprise customers, and so
on. Then for each theme, or collection
of user stories you’re considering, ask
relative questions like “Which of these
two possible themes contributes the
most to Q2 revenue?” That’s the type
of question where you can typically
get people to agree. Then it’s a matter
of having a way of looking at the collection of answers you get. There are
various ways to do this such as theme
screening, theme scoring and relative
weighting that I covered in Agile Estimating and Planning. Another approach is analytic hierarchy process
but that’s more involved and doesn’t
scale particularly well.
How can the Product Owner best involve the Scrum development team in
grooming the backlog?

At the start of a significant new effort
(not every sprint) hold a story-writing workshop. This is a session where
the entire team is invited to join the
product owners and ideally some us-

Important cooperation parts
A Product Owner sometimes needs the support from other professions. Mike Cohn points
out three other roles on a team that can be
very helpful in fulfilling the product owner role:

Analysts
”In fact, a business or system analyst often fills
the role of product owner on large projects with
multiple teams. Multiple business analysts then
coordinate with a “Chief Product Owner” or
“Product Line Owner” who maintains the overall
view of the system.”
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ers or customers in writing the product backlog. This starts with the product owner describing her vision for
the next few months to the team. In a
semi-structured manner they then all
write the user stories that will be considered. Starting out like this engages
the team right from the start. Following that up by making sure that user
stories on the product backlog are estimated so that they can be prioritized
keeps the backlog visible to the team.
Then occasionally work with assorted
team members to split medium and
large items into smaller ones as they
move up the backlog and then need to
be small enough to complete in one
sprint. µ

Testers
”Testers are great at uncovering hidden assumptions. A good tester can help a product owner
identify the “Conditions of Satisfaction” that are
written to go along with a well-formed product
backlog item (user story) shortly before or after it
is selected into a Sprint.”

User Experience Designers, UEDs
”A good UED will have a better understanding of
the users than anyone else on the team and can fill
in at times when the product owner is busy – or
playing golf.”
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Interview with Janne Peltonen, Qvantel

Long-Distance
Scrumming
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✏ By Anders Samuelson, Senior Consultant at Softhouse Consulting

Janne Peltonen, certified Scrum Master at Finland-based company Qvantel, knows from his own experience how to make distributed projects
more productive and less problematic.
Qvantel has an offshore development
center in Hyderabad, India, and offers
near-shoring services for its customers in Scandinavia. Hence, it is crucial
to find a way the company can operate
efficiently in distributed setup, not losing the advantages which are achieved
when doing things in an agile way.
– Our team members in Finland
knew the basics of Scrum and gradually we got more Scrum training. The
best way of learning the Scrum principles is putting them into practice.
Furthermore we used Scrum ambassadors to facilitate the learning process;
people from Finland traveled to India
and vice versa. Softhouse also shared
their Scrum expertise and experiences
early on with us.
Simple methods
Normally collocation is an essential
part of creating a high-performing
self-organized Scrum team. Qvantel
used ad hoc methods to bridge the big
gap in physical location. Excel spreadsheets were used for key Scrum artifacts such as backlogs and burn-down
charts. The spreadsheets were under
version control system and shared
by both sites.Usually it was up to the
Scrum Master to maintain those files
on a daily basis. Apart from that, Skype was used for daily Scrums, JForum

for discussion forums, TWiki for collaboration and Subversion for maintaining the code repository.
– We did evaluate a group of Agile/
Scrum-specific tools but did not find
anything suiting our needs. I personally think the tools available right
now are too restrictive and force you
to do things in some specific way. As
Scrum is always a customized implementation, I didn’t feel like having a
ready-made tool telling me how to do
things. When you learn a process, you
must be able to experiment.
Eliminating barriers
Doing distributed development is notoriously hard. Many projects are obstructed by problems like cultural and
technical barriers, time difference. The
Qvantel team tried to use the project
setup in their favor.
– I think Scrum is about communication. Instead of two separate teams,
we had one team with team members
both in Finland and India. This way
we avoided the need for team coordination. The team consisted of eight
people who participated in the daily
scrum meetings so that everybody
always knew what the others were
doing. The time difference between
the sites is only a couple of hours so
it makes life easier, says Peltonen and
continues:
– Another major thing is the challenge with cultural differences: people
are different and are used to diverse
types of working cultures.
Once you recognize these,

Opposite page:
One of the team members in Hyderabad was
Nivedita Gummadi, a
senior developer with
four years experience of
web technology. Her main
responsibility in the project
was the presentation-layer
components of the system.

>>

”The best way of learning the Scrum
principles is putting them into practice.”
SOFTHOUSE | LEAN MAGAZINE
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Configuration management and testing
Continuous integration is considered extremely
important to avoid integration problems at the end
of the sprint. Two such tools were tried out in the
Qvantel project, and finally an open source alternative
named Hudson was chosen.
• All code was committed in daily and automatically
built and tested by running all the unit tests.
• Test driven development was not fully practised,
but unit tests were written and executed along
with the code.

• Unit test coverage was measured automatically
and had minimum coverage limits.
As it was not possible to make all tests automatic,
a manual test “team” was formed with two people
who were actively involved throughout the sprints,
working together with developers. Their task was to
find functional problems early on in the sprint, and to
have separate system test cycles at the end of the
sprints once development was finished.

”W hen you lear n
a process, you
mu s t b e a bl e t o
e x p e r i m e n t .”
Utilizing offshore development

– Simple concept,
tricky implementation
”Try out distributed
Scrum. Pick a project
that suits the model especially well and give
it a go. You will see
results soon enough.
Do it with somebody
who has done it before
to avoid the pitfalls.
The idea is simple, but
implementing it is difficult enough.”
Janne Peltonens
recommendation for
companies that want to
increase business value
by utilizing offshore
development.
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you understand your team better. It is also possible to change
the working culture – again, direct
and efficient communication and personal contacts are paramount. Also,
even if you are agile, good planning
is essential. If you plan properly, your
plans don’t change all the time and
the distributed team is able to understand the project targets and perform
better.
Working on the backlog
Always important but even more so
in a distributed environment is the
way requirements are conveyed by the
product owner and broken down into
deliverable entities together with the

team. Qvantel found a way to manage
this efficiently.
– Our product owner role consisted of two people: concept owner from
Qvantel and a customer representative, together they were responsible
for maintaining the product backlog.
We had regular workshops where we
broke down more high-level requirements. The team participated so that a
representative from the India site was
present in these sessions. In the beginning the responsibility was more on
the Finnish side, but we soon realized
the benefit of involving the Indian
team members more as it made them
more committed to the project.
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Faster development
Traditionally, a strong architectural function is involved in turning requirements into good design. Because
of this, Qvantel has a dedicated architect at the beginning of the project. But
soon the rest of the team started to contribute more and more to the design.
– I personally don’t like having distinct roles in the team since it can lead
to bottlenecks and people not taking
responsibility. We performed design
work incrementally as the requirements were not all known at the start
of the project.
To sum up, what measurable effects
have you seen from using Scrum in a

distributed environment?

– I think it’s possible to get working software delivered faster than with
a traditional approach. The Customer gets to see concrete results early
on, which suits a project where all
requirements are not clearly defined
in the beginning. Quality depends on
many things: skilled people, enough
testing and right SCM tools to manage the iterations.
With an agile approach you can
spot potential quality problems early
on and react fast. And it’s all very visible; you cannot hide issues from the
team or the customer. My experience
has shown that all this makes the customer more satisfied. µ

Qvantel Oy is a
technology centric
services company
headquartered in Helsinki Finland. It has an
off-shore development
centre in Hyderabad
India, and a branch
office in Malmö,
Sweden.
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IS SOMETHING

ROTTEN
IN THE PRACTICES OF

XP?
Jim Coplien
Jim Coplien is a wellknown industry speaker
and author of several
books in Agile Development and OO programming, including the very
popular titles “Organizational Patterns of Agile
Software Development”
and “Advanced C++
Programming Styles and
Idioms”. He is a Visiting
Professor of Computer
Science at University of
Manchester Institute of
Science and Technology.
and was the 2003–2004
Vloebergh Professor of
Computer Science at Vrije
Universiteit Brussels.
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The attendees of the 2007 QCon and
the Øresund Agile 2007 conference
could see how XP in general, and
Test-Driven Development in particular came under heavy bombardment
by the well known Agile profile Jim
Coplien. Lean Magazine contacted
the nowadays Elsinore-based software
professor, currently working as an
Agile Coach for the Danish consulting firm Nordija, and asked him to
further explain why he seems to have
such a problem with this part of the
Agile movement.
Being devoted to Agile Development
Jim Coplien is not against XP in general. But he has some problems in regards to its origin, and how some of
its diciplines have been adopted by the
software industry.
– The discipline as a whole has some
goofy aspects, but many of its tenets
are good – sometimes by accident, I
think, and sometimes by design. For
example, the Planning Game is a great

Elsinore-based Agile Expert
explains which problems he
sees with the practice of Test
Driven Development in XP.

✏

By Gustav Bergman,
Marketing Director of
Softhouse Consulting

step forward from Microsoft Project©
hell, he says.
But he thinks that some of the other
practices are misconceived by many in
the XP movement and often applied
in a improper way. One of them being
User Stories.
– Alistair Cockburn invented a concept called “User Stories” that were truly stories, which appealed to customers
as a lightweight way to get them into
the specification process, says Coplien.
They were never designed to survive
into the project, but were only a way
to bootstrap into Use Cases. XP saw
Alistair’s concept as a good, lightweight
notation and ran with it. However, XP
lost both the notion that User Stories should not survive into the project
and that they should convey a story,
and the new notion of User Story went
beyond lean to skeletal.
TDD the problem child
But the main problem-practice of XP,
according to Coplien, is Test Driven

>>

Critical research papers
Siniaalto and Abrahamsson, Comparative Case Study on
the Effect of Test-Driven Development on Program Design
and Test Coverage, ESEM 2007.
Notes that TDD substantially weakens traditional
metrics of sound architecture: measures of coupling and
cohesion.
Siniaalto and Abrahamsson. Does Test-Driven Development Improve the Program Code? Alarming results from
a Comparative Case Study. Proceedings of Cee-Set 2007,
10–12 October, 2007, Poznan, Poland.
Points out that TDD can actually degrade the quality
of code and that, in any case, it leads to productivity and
quality results that cannot be differentiated from traditional test-last development.

Foto: André de Loisted

Coplien advices his colleagues to look
for good justification of whatever Agile
practices they adopt instead of taking the
word of a guru. More recently, he says,
there has been a flurry of research studies
that call TDD and other XP practices into
doubt. Apart from his own studies which
are published in the November issue of
Better Software Magazine, there are several others pointing in the same directions.
Maria Siniaalto, working with Pekka
Abrahamsson, has published two papers
based on cirka a half-dozen XP projects using TDD, and which characterize how TDD
might destroy a project:
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Development, and how some of
its proponents perceive it as a design technique and that TDD in
many projects replaces upfront architecture work.
As Coplien pursued his critical scrutiny of XP in general and
TDD in particular, he became
alarmed about the patterns he saw.
One pattern that emerged was
that the projects would become
“stuck” in about their third sprint
or third release. Another pattern
was that TDD projects would run
into lots of usability problems in
deployment.
– One of these projects was a
medium-size Java project using
XP inside one of our large clients,
remembers Coplien. They got
really stuck in about their third
sprint because they just couldn’t
evolve the code any more. They
hadn’t started with a vision of

the overall system structure but
instead had let unit tests drive
the design. The tests were derived
from user stories at hand, and
the initial user stories gave a very
single-dimensional view of what
would necessarily become a complex system. You can push these
users stories all the way through
to code for a couple of sprints.
But at the time of the third sprint
the demands outgrew the structure that had been put in place,
and the evolution slices tended to
cut across the existing code in the
worst possible way. They found
they couldn’t implement new
user stories without cutting across
many existing class boundaries.
Refactoring hell
The problem, according to Coplien, was that the system lacked an
overall structure that anticipated

the general user stories that even
the most basic version of the system had to support. TDD forced
them to build one method at a
time (”That’s all you can test!”) in
a methodology that gives no place
to big-picture thinking, architects, architecture, domain expertise, or knowledge of how past systems had been structured. Further,
TDD caused them to focus on
methods (”That’s what you write
tests for, and those are the focus
of coding under TDD!”) which
in turn led to a bottom-up procedural architecture. They had written bottom-up FORTRAN in Java
syntax, wrapped in some classes
whose identity and partitioning
came from somewhat arbitrary
customer whims.
– True to the XP mantra, the
team told management that they
needed to undertake a re-factoring

Cope’s advice for teams using XP-style practices
As Jim Coplien sees it, the solutions to the above
mentioned problems are pretty simple, well-known,
low-risk and, in fact, low-cost:
– Do a lightweight up-front architecture. Deliver a
collection of abstract base classes in your first sprint,
classes that frame out the domain objects in your
system.
– Push your testing back to a level where the tests
have business significance and can be developed
independently from the code. That gives you some
parallelism that increases your velocity; it helps avoid
the problem of the test writer being blind to the
assumptions they held in their role as the coder of
the unit being tested; and it helps drive the product
toward user needs rather than conformance to the
coder’s worldview.
– Replace Unit test scripts with Use Cases. Use
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Cases are a great socialization tool that takes you into
Customer Interaction and people and interactions,
further from methodologies and tools, and which give
both testers and coders a sound basis for moving
forward. That’s how you move developers forward –
not by helping them drag themselves forward by their
bootstraps.
– Use every quality enabler in your toolkit: pair
development, code inspections, design-by-contract,
system testing, Use Cases and customer review
– everything. Unit testing may even be a good thing,
but your units should be at a level that the customer
would understand their need to be in the system.
Anything below that and you’re certifying the behavior
of artifacts of the technology and implementation.
That’s wasteful. µ

Foto: André de Loisted

Hot debate at the panel at Øresund
Agile. From left to right: Diana Larsen,
Jeff Sutherland, Gabrielle Benefield,
Bent Jensen, Jim Coplien, Ola Sundin
and Jens Østergaard.

exercise … though they presumably had been doing continuous
refactoring all along – hey, that’s
what it means to do XP, right?
says Coplien. Management gave
them leeway to do a refactoring
sprint. And the project was able to
pull itself up by its bootstraps and
deliver to the market. That was
over a year ago. The last I heard,
they were again in the middle of
another three-month re-factoring
exercise. This was just one of several projects where we observed
this problem. I’ve polled quite a
few well-known ScrumMasters in
the industry who have seen similar failures in or around Sprint 3
of a project using XP practices.
GUI problems
The other problem Coplien wants
to address is unusable human/
computer interfaces.

– I first saw this in GUI-intensive projects I was working closely
with, and which were also using
TDD and XP. The interfaces had
many surprises in them. The problems appeared as modal screens, as
screens that just left users puzzled,
and in growing numbers of user
input errors.
According to Coplien, the problems can again be traced back
to the procedural nature of the
design and the lack of sound consideration for the domain objects
that live in the user’s mental model of the world. TDD fails to create objects that shine through to
the interface and match up with
the user’s conceptual model of the
world.
– Kent Beck used to say that a
good interface cannot hide bad
code, and that’s what’s going on
here: the code is bad because it

doesn’t reflect the user worldview,
and it comes to be bad because it
was created one method at a time
at the mercy of low-level tests.
Universal mistakes
In spite of all their advanced
knowledge and professional skill,
software developers tend to make
the same simple mistakes as people
have done through all ages:
– I think a lot of Computer Science history follows a litany of old
proverbs: the newer, the better;
the grass is greener over on the
other side; I don’t know where I’m
going, but it’s better than where
I’ve been. Such reasoning can have
and has had serious consequences.
I think we too easily ignore these
consequences, and certainly their
causes. If we are to learn as a community, we need better to understand them. µ
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Malmö 9–11 June

A three-day event totally dedicated to Agile
and Lean Development with workshops, a full
day conference and networking opportunities
with international Agile experts.
Program can be found from March 15 2008 at
www.oresundagile.com

Pictures and voices from last year’s event in Copenhagen:
“Workshop I attended was well thought out, well researched
and backed up, very well put together.”

“Panel debate on conference was awesome! Should have been longer!”
“Nice format and good opportunities to chat with
speakers and workshop leaders.”

REDUCING
HASTE BY
REMOVING
WASTE

✏ By Anders Persson, www.bsharp.se

Limitation boosts creativity! Read
about how Anders Persson, business
partner of Softhouse, was forced to
more or less ”invent” lean methods for his project in order to adapt
to resource scarcity. This was even
before he had become aware of the
principles of Lean Development.
A couple of years ago, Anders Persson
worked as a sub-project leader for a
major Scandinavian software company.
He worked on the new revision of the
main product which had large expectations from the international customer
base, and a busy release schedule. The
build-and-test process, which was one
of Anders’s responsibilities, consumed
a large amount of resources, and the
project team devised a new automated process. From the beginning it was
only intended to reduce costs, but it
also yielded an unexpected bonus in
the introduction of test-driven development. Achieving this, the team also
succeeded in getting test results just in
time for decisions and making them
transparent within the organisation.

Initially, when building a new product generation the team focused primarily on creating a quality product.
In order to verify results, the company
financed a thorough quality assurance
project, which Anders Persson joined
halfway through the initial development project.
– So far so good, but the problem
was that the QA project manager, who
on a weekly basis reported quality status to management, unfortunately
always presented information about
a product version built some weeks
earlier. That may have been acceptable early on in the project, but when
we were getting ready to ship the first
beta version to a customer, management was frustrated by not knowing
the impact of the latest corrections to
the product. Due to continual corrections, we never really knew the quality
of the potential beta version says Persson and continues:
– Furthermore, the information was
not easy to review. Comparing the quality of different release candidates
required a lot of manual work that

Anders Persson
Anders Persson is an
independent consultant
specialised in process
improvement and configuration management.
Currently he works for
Softhouse with the introduction of Agile methods
at one of Softhouse’s
larger customers.
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BEFORE …

The existing structure for building, testing, and
reporting was heavily dependent on manual activities even if parts of the testing were automatic.

and made some functional checks before asking
the testers to install the new version on their test
computers.

1

The testers installed it and started some automatic tests. Some hours later, they reported
the results to QA, who summarized the results and
prepared a report for management.

Before a build of the system could begin,
there was a check that everyone had submitted planned changes the day before.

4

2

The build was then started in the morning.
When completed, some manual steps were
necessary to produce an installation image.

In the best of times, the entire cycle took three
days. However, the build often failed or the test
failed completely. The release meetings had to be
re-scheduled and/or replanned depending on the
test results.

3

When this had been done, the QA responsible was informed that a new release
candidate was available. The QA checked the build

Testers
never sick?

Builder
always
available?

Check-in

Test +
write
report

Build

Release
meeting

Mail
results

Mail
Testers

Build
failed

Summarise
results

Installation
/Test Failed
Re-run with
latest source
version!

Average

Activity time

0.5 day

Cumulative time
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1 day

2 days

1 day

0.5 day

1.5 day

3.5 days

4.5 days

5 days

AFTER …

Resulting in a more efficent way of working:

1

Developers were instructed to turn in all
updates before 8:00 p.m. every evening.

For each supported platform, there was a
build-computer that downloaded the latest
version of the product from the central software
repository and started a build.

2

3

When a build had completed, an installation
image was created using Install Shield.

The test computers were then informed that
a new build was available. The test computers
then downloaded the latest Install Shield image.

4

The test computer installed the new version
and started the tests. After completing the
tests, the product was uninstalled to clean the
computer for the next test session.

5

Since the results were stored in a repository,
available to everyone through a web interface, it
was possible to compare results in different ways.
However, the primary and most common question
was, “How did the latest build do compared to earlier tests?” To make it easy to interpret the results,
the presentation was colored green when it was
OK to ship the product but, when there were one
or more problematic parts, the errors were colored
red. At the subsequent release meeting, a decision
could then be made to ship the product or request
that specified errors be corrected.

Execute
Tests and
Store
results

Build start
at 20.00

Foto: istockphoto.com

First, an automatic process was built:

Release
meeting
in the
morning

Notify
test

Activity time
Cumulative time

3 hours

5 hours

4 hours

8 hours

12 hours
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did not lead to objective judgements
with clear goals.
Lean initiative
Following a restructuring of the company and the project, Anders Persson
was put in charge of the quality assurance project where the team faced
a situation with a reduced number of
testers.
– This was before I had met Mary
Poppendieck and become aware of
the concept of waste in Lean Development. However, because of the
reduced resources, we were forced to
automate and at the same time we
needed to enhance the usefulness of
the information we produced. Looking back, I now see that we practiced
the lean principle.
The team’s intention was to provide
an automated system that also created
information just in time for release
meetings. (Se boxes for comparison
of the old vs. the new way of testing).
The outcome of the process they built
were better than they could have foreseen:
• Management received the results
in the morning.
• The results were available to everyone in the organisation.
• The focus on fixing specific bugs
before a release received considerably
more attention.
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The team was also able to decide,
due to the short turn-around cycle,
exactly which bugs were to be corrected before the product was released.
What was gained
Even if the initial intention was to produce better information for the release
meetings, make information transparent and reduce costs, the new way of
testing also made it possible to implement a more agile development environment. A test-driven development
organisation was introduced by coordinating the testers’ test case development with the developers’ development plans. Earlier, this had been
done in separate parts of the organisation, but with the new ways of working the team was able to verify both
the product and, of course, the test
cases earlier in the project.
– Most importantly, we did this
incrementally, says Persson. New test
cases could then be added more often
to the QA test suite. We often added
them before development was completed or even as part of the specification work. Fortunately, the test report
tool was able to distinguish between
test cases that were failing due to
regression or other factors. µ
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Softhouse
Scrum Master Kit
From early 2008 and onwards everyone who attends a Certified Scrum
Master class lead by Softhouse will
receive Softhouse’s new Scrum Master Kit.

The Softhouse Scrum Master Kit
has been put together to help newly
fledged scrum masters as well as experienced teams to get their project up
and running as quickly as possible. The
kit contains a set of practical items and
stationery which support the team in
their daily meetings, and facilitate the
setup and maintenance of the Product

em

Backlog and the Task Board.
The kit is based on practical experiences from Softhouse’s own Scrum projects.
One of the originators of the kit is Ola
Sundin who is one of Softhouse’s most
experienced Scrum Masters:
– This is the kit I would have wanted when I started my first Scrum
project some years ago. It saves some
precious hours at the beginning of
the project, hours that you otherwise
would spend in bookstores trying to
find the basic items for your Scrum
setup. µ
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Toyota in
a nutshell
Foto: istockphoto.com

For those who want a quick overview of
the business ethos that gave rise to the
Lean movement, we recommend The
Toyota Way – a free booklet that summarises Dr Jeffrey K. Liker’s pioneering
work from 2004.

You can order The Toyota
Way (in Swedish or English) from
www.toyotainbusiness.se.
You can find out more
about the original book at
www.thetoyotaway.org.

–  We have a story to tell which will
increase interest in our brand, says
Dag Lotsander, Sales Director at Toyota
Sweden. He is a big fan of everything
to do with Lean Thinking, and is today a
much sought-after speaker in the Swedish
business world. Lotsander was behind the
production of this handy summary of The
Toyota Way, in partnership with Kontentan

in Gothenburg,
a company that
specialises in the
publication of
digest versions of
current business
literature.
The response has exceeded all expectations. So far, more than 70,000 booklets
have been distributed to Swedish readers,
and an English translation has also been
produced. This brand-strengthening
initiative has also, as anticipated, been
reflected in sales, particularly in the business market.

Lean for better health

Foto: istockphoto.com

In the last five to ten years Lean
Thinking has started to make a big
impact on healthcare services.
There are many hospitals in Great
Britain, The United States and
Australia, for example, where
working practices have been
restructured with striking results.
In some cases productivity has
increased by 10 % p.a., while at the
same time defects (errors of medication, postponed operations, etc)
have decreased by an extraordinary
50 % p.a. In Sweden the pioneer in
this field is the University Hospital in
Lund, who call their approach Lean
Healthcare.
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Key aspects of the approach are:
• the organisation of healthcare workers
into small independent teams
• the systematic assessment of 		
processes and goals
• the creation of new management roles
– putting greater emphasis on 		
leadership and less on administration
–  The more complex an activity and the more
varied the environment in which it takes
place, the greater the benefit to be gained
from the principles of Lean. Few activities
are as complex as healthcare, and these
methods are even more appropriate there
than they are in industry, says Magnus Lord,
Strategy Director.
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Lean Magazine #1 has been
extremely popular, so we have
printed a new batch. Now you can
order your copy of the first issue if you missed it!
Just send an e-mail to leanmagazine@softhouse.se
with your name and postal address, and we will
send you a free copy.
Mary Poppen
dieck: Manag
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s Bent Jensen
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pages on
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ent!

implementatio
n of Agile/
Lean

Highlights from Lean Magazine #1:
• Jeff Sutherland on Scrum in Larger Organizations
• Mary Poppendieck on Management in Multi
Project Environments
• Experiences from successful implementation of
Agile and Lean

What is Hot in the
Agile World Today?
List according to Lean Magazine’s correspondent who
has attended most major Agile conferences this year:
Agile certification – The term Certified
Scrum Master has sparked debate as to how
professional certification and agile methods go
together. A two-day course to become a certified master of anything must be highly effective.
Agile for all – The agile movement has
crossed the chasm and is no longer something for early adopters. Agile consultants
in the US are turning to alternative methods
such as e-learning to cope with the load.
Agile frameworks – large companies
adopting agile are coming up with requests
for frameworks so they can relate the agile
methods to their structures, processes and
culture.
Vanilla XP – So last century. Although a
great starting point, if you are not tweaking
and evolving your agile process, did you really
get the point?

A minister as
Product Owner
Reverend Arline Sutherland, a minister of the
Unitarian Universalist church, has used Scrum
in three churches to enhance growth, increase
financial stability and offer the members of the
congregation a better programme.
Reverend Sutherland has had some excellent knowledge support as she is married to Jeff Sutherland, one
of the inventors of the Scrum software development
process (see Lean Magazine #1 for an interview).
In Hartford, Connecticut, a project was carried
through in which the office manager was the Scrum
Master, the minister was the Product Owner and the
church staff was the Scrum Team. The release goals
were set to three months – each with three monthly
sprints – and scrum meetings were held once a week.
– When they started, 100 % of their activities were
support, just doing the current programming and
dealing with daily issues, explains Jeff Sutherland. The
challenge was to reduce support to 80 % or less so
resources could be devoted to new programs and
strategies that would better achieve the board’s goals.

Scrum professionals
The major result of the project was a prioritized impediment list for the board to address. Growth, funding,
and deepening of the spiritual community were also
achieved more effectively than before Scrum methodology was introduced. In addition, it was reported that
Scrum helped the staff to focus much better.
Currently, Reverend Sutherland is cooperating with
a fourth church in Richmond, Virginia, where the minister has a business background and is very interested
in Scrum, and where three members of the congregation are trained Scrum professionals.
– The Scrum folks are excited that they can use
some of their professional skills to deepen their spiritual lives and help make a difference in their church,
says Reverend Sutherland.
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Agile navigation
After half an hour’s sailing southeast into the
wind in a narrow bay, we round the last rock,
tack one last time and head towards the north
with the wind behind us. Our hands are sore
after the heavy work against the wind, but
now we have our reward – to skim across the
open Baltic under a brilliant July sun.
I flop into the cockpit and let my thoughts
wander. In a sense I’ve just performed the
impossible – I have sailed into the wind. For
our Nordic forefathers of a thousand years ago
it was quite obvious that sailing was impossible unless you had the wind behind you.
Their ships were like inflexible organisations
where hard work at the oars took the place of
ingenuity and adaptability.
The wind picks up, but there isn’t a cloud
in the sky. At this speed we’ll cover a lot of
distance today, and perhaps even get as far as
Södertörn. That’s further than we originally
intended, which is not to say that it hasn’t featured in our plans. When we plan our sailing
holidays, we always prepare a broad menu of
well thought through possibilities to allow as
much freedom of action as possible.
For us sailors the weather is everything. We
have our goals when we set off, but we never
know in advance how we’re going to achieve
them. If we plan a route for a two-week trip,
we know that it may take more or less time.
When we start our journey we know the
framework that we have to work within as
far as equipment, luggage and expenses are
concerned. But where we are going to spend
the night – that’s something we haven’t a clue
about, and it’s a problem we solve each day as
it comes. The most important function of our
holiday is to have fun and relax, which we can
achieve in a thousand different ways.
Even as a project leader I have long since
stopped believing in over-detailed plans. The

near future has to be planned in detail to
make sure that you don’t miss any opportunities – or, for that matter, run aground. But the
longer the journey, the greater the uncertainty. A plan mustn’t lull the participants into a
false sense of security, for example by describing details which are unknowable. This can
easily lead to mistimed or even completely
incorrect decisions. What a plan should do is
guide us on our journey, pointing out areas
of uncertainty. Later, as our knowledge of the
details increases, we can fine-tune it. In order
to retain our freedom of action, we make our
decisions as late as possible, when we have all
the facts at hand.
When seafarers of old ventured into new
waters, they knew that they had to discard
detailed planning and concentrate on the
goal. They had enough experience to know
that however well you plan, your journey
will always throw up unexpected obstacles.
The captain’s task was to ensure that his ship
and crew were equipped to deal with any
hardships that might come their way. Naval
hero and circumnavigator Sir Francis Drake
(1543–1596) expressed it thus:

“There must be a beginning of any great matter,
but the continuing unto
the end until it be thoroughly finished yields the
true glory.”
Niklas Landin,
Business Unit Manager
Softhouse Consulting

